
There is no place you can’t ride!
Such is the motto of the Switch Riders!

As renowned stunt riders wearing the SHARK brand, 
this troupe puts on more than 40 shows a year and 
has taken home enough contest prizes to rank them 
among the very best in the world in their category.
Responsible for a large number of videos streaming 
on social media (see “Restricted Area - Drifting 
Motorcycles Crossing”, which has already generated 
several million views), the Switch Riders prove to be 
great brand ambassadors!

SHARK would like to dedicate a special decoration for 
these champions in the brand’s latest line: SKWAL. 
As part of its Pulse line, the SHARK Skwal Switch, 
available in 2 colors, was developed jointly between 
SHARK’s design teams and Switch Riders’ handlers. 
The result is a helmet that actually resembles Switch 
Riders: a burst of energy, friendship, riding, pushing 
one’s limits, breaking new ground, etc.
all matched by an incredible spirit!

New in June 2015

https://www.motorcycleid.com/shark-helmets/
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Product of 25 years of SHARK creation and innovation, SKWAL is the new 
helmet of the Pulse range matching aggressive looks with versatility, 
comfort and safety.

SKWAL shows off a tapered and organic profile fluidly sculpted by sleek speed 
through the air, with aerodynamic qualities and rock-solid stability enhanced 
by its spoiler.

Its sleek lines are enhanced with three integrated LEDs with a rechargeable 
battery – Skwal is the first full-face helmet ever to feature this technology.

Born to attack, Skwal has a dynamic instinct for the road.

Always on the hunt, the latest SHARK is built for Sport and Performance.

The first helmet with LED lights,
it has a rechargeable battery
(with up to 5000 recharge cycles and a battery life of five hours
on a continuous basis, 10 hours while flashing).

«Pinlock Maxvision®» film provided

1 470g

Autoseal System: making the visor adhering to the helmet’s gasket 
providing a much better insulation (water and cold)

Available XS, S, M, L & XL

LED



Skwal Switch

SWITCH RIDERS     WKR / HE5420

SWITCH RIDERS MAT
GAO / HE5421

New in June 2015
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Discover various motorcycle helmets in our online store.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/helmets.html



